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Graduate fee
passes vote
Recount of ballots discovers·
169 undergraduates took part
By JESSICA BAKER
Student government editor

KRISTINE HILLMAN/Staff photographer

Cast your ballot
Nikki Jenkins (right), ajwiior psychology mµjor, checks names as Patrick Byrd, a senior history and Africanflmerican studies major, votes for the Black Student Union's Who's Who Awards' Wednesday afternoon on the
Martin Luther King Jr. University Union walkway.

After a recount of votes, the
graduate student referendum has
passed because more than 150
undergraduate student votes were
removed.
In the April 17 Student Government elections, a proposed referendum asked graduate students if
they wanted to add $1 per semester
to their fees to pay for their
council's semesterly publication,
The Chronicle.
The referendum had originally
failed 132-9'4, but aner the recount
and elimination of 169 undergradtlat~ student votes, the ref~
erendwn passed 52-5.
Matt Marvel, secretary for the
Graduate Student Advisory Coun~
cil, said the council wanted a
recount of votes because it had
heard undergraduate students had
also voted on the referendum.
''Most of the graduate students at
Eastern live off-campus, and more
than 150 on-campus students voted
against the referendum," Marvel
said. 'The graduate students were
the only ones supposed to vote on

the referendum, but I had heard that
undergraduate students voted on it
when they weren't supposed to."
Gary Ballinger, executive
director of the eleetions commission, was in charge of recounting
the votes.
"I had to go through all 2,000
ballots and see who voted on the
referendum," Ballinger said ''Then
I had to check to see if the person
who voted on it was either a
graduate student or an undergraduate student."
Ballinger said all undergraduate
votes were taken out.
''I only used the graduate
student's vote to deterniine whether
the referendum passed or failed," he
said.
John DavenpOrt. student dean for
the graduate school, said the
referendum being passed will help
the graduate school and all the
students.
"Even though this referendum
won't take effect until the 1997
school year, this is definitely a good
thing for the graduate school,"
Davenport said. ••This step for the

See BALLOT page 2

Senate passes graduate council funds Concert
By JESSICA BAKER

Jiudmt government editor .
Student

Senate members
~y voted 18-4 to overrule
1111 Apportionment Board decision
in order to fund the Graduate
Student Advisory Council.
The senate's vote overruled a
budget·recommendation from the
AB that did not include any
funding for the graduate group. The
new senate budget will now include
$1,000 to help fund the council.
The budget will be sent to Lou

''

I felt that the AB would never have budgeted tt the senate
didn't do something. This was a special situation Where the
senate had to take action."
- Brian Anderson
Senate member

Hencken, the vice president for
student affairs, who must approve
all the budgets the AB recommends
said senate member Kevin Piket.
Stephanie Crase, president of the
graduate council, said she is

pleased with the outcome.
"I appreciate the active voice of
senate members from both sides of
the issue;• she said. '1 applaud the
senate for its time, effort and
dedication at the senate meetings

and also at the AB meetings. I just
hope Vice President Hencken
recogruzes the student's voice when
he is making his decision."
Senate member Brian Anderson
said he is happy with the decision
the senate made.
..I felt that the AB would never
have budgeted if the senate didn't
do something," Anderson said.
"'This was a special situation where
the senate had to take action."
Matt Marvel, secretary of the

See SENATE page 2

DiBianco to receive state legal representation
By ELLEN EARDLEY
pginistration editor
The Illinois state attorney general's office will
ttpresent Eastern music Professor Doug
DiBianco in a trial in November of 1998.
The University Professionals of Illinois had
triginally provided DiBianco with a lawyer,
Melissa Auerbach, to defend him against sexual
barassment charges stemming from DiBianco's
non-western music course, but the case has been
handed over to the state attorney general.
'There is a state law that provides a state

employee with representation," Auerbach said.
"It's a right of state employees to be represented,
if (the state) doesn't see any conflict"
In December of 1993, Paula Gordon and
Janice Jackson, two former students of
DiBianco, filed sexual harassment charges
against DiBianco citing inappropriate material in
the course.
·
According to a March article of The Daily
FA.stern News, Gordon said she is suing because
she believes her civil rights were violated
because certain material did not belong in the
classroom.

DiBianco has denied all charges, stating that
all discussion in His classroom pertains to the
aesthetics and ideology of non-western art and
music.
Mitch Vogel, president of UPI, said the
defense of the attorney general is a sign that the
state supports DiBianco.
"To be defended by the state attorney general
is a pretty good sign that the state feels he's not
doing anything wrong," Vogel said.
"My impression is that the state, in

See DIBIANCO page 2

turns up
no profit
By DONNA CUISIA
Campus editor
The BoDeans concert cost
University Board more than
$1,400 because of low attendance.
Income from the concert was
about $26,389, while the cost for
the event was $27,823, said Dave
Milberg, director of student life
and student activities.
The total loss was about
$1,434.
The UB coveted the cost of
the April 13 concert by using
profits from previous performances. Profits from two concerts last semester - Beach Boys
and Smoothe - totalled more
than $20,000.
Milberg said a low turnout

See CONCERT page 2
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Minimum wage hike voted down

State Senate working on
new school funding- plan
SPRINGFIELD (AP).- Senate struct a new one. "We haven't
Republicans have begun hashing made that decision," the Greenout ideas for a school funding ville Republican said.
plan that may bear only passing
Daniels would award $411 milresemblance to the $500 million lion to school districts in flat
package Speaker Lee Daniels grants based on enrol1111ent,
pushed through the House.
• which would favor suburban
Senate GOP leaders worry schools, rather than through the
Daniels' legislation would be too general school aid fonnula. which
costly and contains too many favors downstate school districts.
mandates - both of which run
Senate Republicans
considcounter to the less-is-better pm.. ering making the flat grants
losophy held by Republicans, smaller, but channeling some
who control both chambers of th~ money to school districts based
on their poverty levels.
Legislature.
Senate Republicans consider
"We want to get dollars to the
nothing in Daniels' plan exempt school districts that need it There
from radical revision.
is a concern that they're giving
Sen. Frank Watson, the Sen- money to school districts that
ate'·s point man on the issue, on haven't asked for it and don't
Tuesday said.the Senate could need it," Watson said of the
~~·orcon- Houseplan.
... ,.. ........_,.

are

WASHINGTON (AP)- Defying the Democrats and
some of their own rarik and file, House Republican
leaders on Wednesday virtually ruled out seheduling a
vote on a minimum wage increase.
Speaker Newt Gingrich and Majority Leader Dick
~X. issued a written staten:ient as the White House
and congre~iorial Democrats, pressjng an electionyear,-cause, escalated their attacks. Rep. John Lewis, DGa., called raising the minimum wage, now pegged at
$4.25 an hour, "a moral issue." The · statement by
Gingrich, R-Ga., and Anney, R-Texas, outlined several
alternatives to increase take-home pay. ·
They said the House would vote later this year on a
package that might include several provisions, possibly
including the following: a tax cut, including the $500per-child tax credit the party has .long advocated; tax
incentives for businesses to create more jobs, and possibly a government subsidy for some workers currently
at the $4.25-an-hour minimum wage.
It wasn't clear what, if any, effect the decision would
have in the Senate, where Bob Dole, the majority leader as well as presumptive GOP presidential nominee, is
also under pressure to schedule a minimum wage vote.
"Republicans know that low-wage workers and their
families suffer most from the destructive policies of big

government," Gingrich and Anney said. "That is whi
we will bring to the floor legislation that will enable all
Americans to earn more and keep more of what the.
earn, so they can do more for their families and com1
munities." The list made no mention of the minirnllllf
wage measure.
A$ked whether he would bring the minimum wag~
hike to the floor, Anney said, ''It's not my·intention."
Several GOP lawmakers and aides in the Houso.
speaking on condition of anonymity, said Gingrich and
Anney were hoping to ease nervous~ss among GOA
lawmakers while they develop a strategy to blunt the
Democrats' politically appealing demand for an
increase in the minimum wage.
· The issue has emerged unexpectedly this sprin~
backed by an energetic· effort by organiz.ed labor, and
many Republicans have been taken by swprise by ill
force.
President Clinton and congressional Democrad
favor a 90-cent hike in the minimum wage over twO
years. A group of about 20 moderate Houst
Republicans last week called for a slightly high~
increase of $1 over 15 months, and said at the time they
were confident the leadership would at least grant them
a VQte.

SENATE from page one _ _ ___.._ _ _ _.....___
council, said he is relieved that the deliberation
has been resolved.
"It is a good <lay-for the graduate population,
and it proves that the senate genuinely appreciates the graduate students at Eastern," Marvel
said "I hope that vice president Hencken will
· go along with the wishes of the senate members."
Piket said Hencken is next in line to approve
the budgets.
''Hopefully this will be the last time we see
the budget for this year," Piket said. "Lou
Hencken makes the final decision since the budgets deal with student affairs."
Some senate members were unsure of
whether they had the power to overrule the
AB's budgeting ~cisions, but Piket said the
senate bylaws gave them the power to approve
-.

•

-

-

'

#

-

~

Jeff Zilch

or disapprove of any decisions the AB makes.
•'The senate is the head of
four groups in the Student
Government, such as AB,
University Board, Sports
and Rec, and the senate,"
Piket said. ''We can approve
or disapprove of the AB's
decision with a two-thirds
· majority vote, and the senate
obviously disapproved of the

AB with an 18-4 VO~."
The $1,000 will come from $2,000 that was
left over from budgeting by the AB.
In other senate business:
• Newly-elected senate members took their
seats on the senate.

. ..

• Jeff Zilch was voted the new senate speaker.
'This is an incredible honor and opportunity
for me to lead the senate where it needs to go;•
Zilch said. "I am hoping to start off the new,
fresh and diverse senate with art education process. I want to educate the senate members and
show them what they are required to do and
how they should be the most effective senate
they can be."
Piket, the former senate speaker, said he was
happy with the selection of Zilch as the new
speaker of the senate.
• Newly elected senate members nominated
Kevin Piket as the Senator of the Year. Senate
member Brian Anderson was voted as the
Senator of the Semester.
• Senate members approved the appointment of

PikeJ as the acting lobbying team director.
. .
" .>,. .,..
.
- .•-
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DIBIANCOfrompageone- - - - - BALLOT
from page one ----A libel lawsun is being looked
- Doug DiBianco

cooperation with the university, will defend my case,"
DiBianco said. "The university has already cleared me
of charges."
·
graduate school will shape its
Auerbach
said
she
sent a request io the attorney gendestiny:•
eral's
office
and
received
word last week that Terrance
Jim Brosarn, a member of the
Conigan, a lawyer in the office, would defend the case.
graduate council, said he is
No one in the attorney general's office was available
pleased with the outcome of the
for
comment
recount.
''It
is my understanding that (legal service) is very
"'This referendum will ensure
expensive," DiBianco said
. funding for the graduate school,"
Having the state represent him will reduce the fees
Brosam said. "This fee will
for
UPI, DiBianco said.
ensure money for graduate stuDiBianco
said he is continuing to investigate filing a
dents in the future as well as in
lawsuit against the elementary and junior high curricuthe present."
_lum committee that on April 2 -unanimously decided to
Marvel said the council will
recommend students not take DiBianco's non-western
not Iiave to rely on other groups
music
course.
for funding. "We will no longer
:!\ Ii~ la~~qi_t js bein~lpoked into," DiBianco said.
have.lo. -go to .the!Stlldent Senate· ..,
for money, now.we can'.ctepend • ''I ~ - it's _ab$olutely libelous. It's ridicutous to ·be
slandered or libeled like that."
on ourselves," he said.
DiBianco said the committee failed to contact him
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Music professor

before making its decision.
A document obtained by The News, written by the
curriculum committee said Tara Setzer, a student in
DiBianco's class during Fall 1995 came to the committee with complaints.
Setzer could not be reached for comment
The document states that DiBianco's ''frequent and
extended monologues on sexul!lity, sadism and
masochism" do not relate to the subject matter.
"This charge is ridiculous," DiBianco said. "I deny
their accusations."
The curriculum committee for the College of
Educational and Professional Studies will likely review
the department curriculum committee decision at its
May 1 meeting.

.CONCERT
from page one
was the reason for the lack of
revenue. The UB sold 1,223
student tickets and 916 general
public tickets. It collected
$25,970 in ticket sales.
''The concert committee was,
right on top of things," Milberg
said about the student staff.
"We were surprised we didn't
draw more people than we
did."
The UB made $404 in BoDeans merchandise, which
was sold at the show. The university received 20 percent of
.th~ ~~r_;h:~djJt salf ~ ·
tJie group colleetecrine rest.
The UB made a profit off
the BoDeans 1990 perfor'l
mance, and the UB expected
profits to meet or even exceed
those of -six years ago, Milberg
said.
Eastern paid the following:
• $15,500 to the BoDean&
plus $2,500 for sound and
light&. A certain percentage of
the ticket sales also went to the
band.
• $500 to the Mosleys, the
opening band for the BoDeans.
• $3,000 on advertising.
Other expense~ inclu .
box o~ ch~e&i ticket P£Wr
~g. catering and. pa)lrqU fo
stage set-up, electricians, fraternities and sororities con·
tracted as ushers, stage crew,
student _security, Camput
Police and an emergency med-
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oles County home
to endangered species
ocal bridge repairs put species at risk
By MISSA BECK

.

.

wwn1er
Man and nature are often in conflict.
Lumberjacks have problems with the
lliildangered spotted owl nesting in lumber~ds throughout the Pacific Northwest.
In Coles County, the endaqgered
lequin Darter fish, which has been
fPUnd under :the Blakeman Bridge over the
lmbarras River, is facing the wrath of
·~nstruction, said Bob Szafoni, natural heritage biologist for the Illinois
Department of Natural Resources.
The Blakeman Bridge, an 89-year-old
Illinois historic bridge west of Charleston,
is well worn with concrete falling from it.
It has become a hazard and repairs are nec-

gy professof at Eastern, said he was not
sure there were still darters left in the river
since it has only been found in the area
once.
'The Environmental Protection Agency
did a survey in that area that consisted of
both electrofishing and saining in 1987 and
no darters were found," Fischer said.
The darter became endangered because
of its limited range of habitat, since it
thrives in rare areas of plant debris mixed
with sand and gravel, Szafoni said.
ossary.
Silting and pollutants that contaminate
However, the construction work may
the
Embarras do not help the fish's exisharm the darter along with three other
tence,
he said.
lbreatened spqd~s. but this will be fully
To improve surroundings for the darter,
ietemmed ar thet nlinOis Natural History
dam and chailnel construction is_ needed to
Sur\rc~ within the next month, said
stop the erosion of silt and soil conserva$1.afoni.
The Snuffbox and the Little Spec- tion needs to be enforced.
"It's actually a good situation though,
jlclease, both shellfish, and the Kirtland
because
this is one that is compatible with
ID&ke, which has its breeding ground near
both
sides,"
Szafoni said.
the bridge, are also threatened.
Szafoni
said
he believes the bridge can
The darter fish is found in only three
counties in Illinois, but some disagree be repaired and still allow for protection of
whether the Embarras River environment the species after a comprehensive survey.
The process will serve as an example of
in Coles County is host to the fish any
how
to plan better so "natural resources
longer.
·Szafoni said the darter has not been seen will not be negatively impacted," said
since 1984, when the last comprehensive Szafoni.
"This is. unique and it makes me quite
survey was done by the natural resourceshappy
that we are able to prevent any damilepartment.
•
Robert Fischer, an environmental biolo- age to endangered species," he said.

KRISTINE HILLMM'Staff photographer

Build it
During renovations Wednesday afternoon, Tom Utley, ofMcWUliams Mechanical Contracting
in Champaign, puts forms up for an addition to the Buzzard building.
• • ul.

Cet~bration targets Cfiildren's fun, CUltura1 ·concerns
BRITT CARSON
fltyeditor

As part of Celebration, the theater department is pµtting on a special performance of "The
Adventures of Sammy The Skunk"
for the children of locked-out
railmobile
workers
and
Trailmobile management workers.
The performance for the children is at 6:30 p.m. Sunday on· the
main stage of the Doudna Fine
Arts Building and 'is free to all
ih~rate!Yni of ~
·onited
~rkers: Intemation~ ·l.odl
15911aritr to:Triillinobile m.an.ag:e~
ment employees.
Tom Kee, assistant professor in
the theater department, said the
labor dispute has taken a toll on

The

not only the workers, but the children.
"This labor dispute has taken
place in small community and has
had a real affect on the kids," Kee
said. 'The workers are also under
siege and are losing their houses
and it is taking a psychological toll
on everyone."
Kee said the goal of the play is
to let the children come together
and have a good time and be able
to forget about all their problems.
"We just want to bring the kids
together and for 30 minutes of their
Jives make sw;e they a good time
and have tim fo.r free.''. Kee said. .
Kee said 'they included the children of the Trailmobile management because all the children have
to go to ·school together and are

probably hearing bad things from
both sides of the situation.
'There ·is no doubt the children
are having to deal with this at
school," Kee said. '"They are just
little human beings and are having
to function with this crisis on their
own level.
'"Ibey need to be able to be with
other kids and be able to put all
their problems behind them for one
night and enjoy themselves," Kee
said. "They can let their parents
work it out on their own."
Kee said the play is about the
many adventures of "Sammy
Skunk" and thinks it will be a great
hit with the children.
"Hopefully the kids will.be: .able
to watch a fuzzy animal run aroun<,l
on stage and have fun," Kee said.

Panel to discuss teaching
In conjunction with Celebration 1996, a symposium will
be held focusing on the teaching
differences between American,
Eastern European and Russian
cultures.
The discussion will take place
at 1 p.m. Saturday in the 1895
Room of the Martin Luther King
Jr. University Union.
Students and faculty interested
in learning about, visiting, studying or teaching in Eastern Europe
or Russia are encouraged to
attend.
• PatieliS'tS'lnctifde!-·Mitytfo
·Lis(jwSki,'. ptefe~sdr of ~1~.i"'

tary and junior high education;
Elena Mirazoeva, a student from
Nesmeyanov Institute of
Organoelement Compounds in
Moscow; Foster Rinefort, professor of management and marketing; Vadim Schukin, graduate
student in business administration, and Anita Shelton, chair of
Eastern's history department
Tom Gladsky, dean of the
Graduate School, will moderate
the event.
"The potential for exchange
b~twe.en · Amecican and _Eastern
~ cou.ntoft>artstis ~meo"n
d(>usf.'. ..sbeltoasai<i.
.• "
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Title IX has ·never really been understood
Title IX and gender equity have ·
1982 to 1988 with the Tow~
been the focus of many articles in
Amendment,
the
Javitt'I
the newspaper for the past two
Amendment, the Haffer vs.
years.
"Berating Title · Temple court case and the Grove
The comments recently by Chad
IX and the
City vs. Bell Supreme Court case.
Merda made me realize that: 1)
It was the passage of the Civil
People just don't understand and
Office for Civil Rights Restoration Act on March
2) history does repeat itself. I hapRights is noth- 22, 1988, that restored the powarj
pen to be an individual who was JOAN K. SCH~IDT
ing new. "
of Title IX.
denied the opportunity to partici- Guest columrust
Now in the 1990s, lawsuits and
pate in sports in high school
the increased involvement by the
because there were no sports for
Office of Civil Rights has elevamlf
girls. I did compete in three sports - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - the awareness of universities to b
in college. In 1994 I was inducted in~ Western Michigan's Title IX requirements. We see headlines such as: "ProtectiJJI
Athletic Hall of Fame and truly understood at that time what Men's Sports," ''We Know who the Enemy is, OCR" and so
an impact sports have had on my life. Yes, I was finally on and so on. These headlines aren't a whole lot different
given the opportunity to be the best I could be and I met that from those which appeared in 1974 and 1978. Could it be
challenge.
that people just don't understand or is history repeatiDI
Berating Title IX and the Office for Civil Rights is nothing itself?
new. Let me direct your attention to clips from The Niles
For those of us who have been involved with Title IX
Daily Star in November 1974. "A revolution is brewing in from its inception we see the same issues surfacing about
college aihletics. 'llte women have joined up and there's every four years. 1be newspaper reporters change but die
nothing the nien can do about it. The government has issues don't. No men's programs have been devastated at
stqJpcd in with a new law called Title IX, and to hear some lbose instibltions wbet'c foresight was used and a plan develtdl it, the day of big-time college alhletics is either over or oped to increase opportunities in a timely fashioa.
on the way out" AND - "Addetic dim.:tors at the nalion's Somewhere in Ibis mix of college athletics the issue of fair..
colleges and universities are scrambling to find money and ness and equal opportunity bas been lost Women were once
methods to comply with a new federal law that requires the paupers and now they are the scapegoats for program
equal opportunity for women in sports." Doesn't this sound reductions. Why do universities continue to be in denial«
familiar? Could it be that history does repeat itself.
misplace the blame?
The Knight Commission says it best: "Colleges and uniAlthough the Title IX legislation passed in 1972, post secondary schools had until 1978 to meet the revisions. In -versities advance their intellectual mission by placing a pr&December 1978 the newspapers were flooded with articles. miuqi on fairness, equality, competition and recognition of
The South Bend Tribune had this to say: "Strict compliance merit These values are as important in the department of athwith the published 'per capita' expenditures' provision of letics as they are in the office of the dean. Keeping faith with
Title IX, as released on Dec. 6 1978, in Washington could student-athletes means keeping faith with women as well a.
require Notre Dame to spend some $800,000 on women's men. The goal to keep in mind is the imperative to create
sports programs or drastically cut back expenditures in all comparable opportunities for participants, whether men or
sports." I read The South Bend Tribune in March 1996 and it women,-while controlling cost"
appears that Notre Dame sports are still in existence and
Could it be that people don't want to understand?
doing quite well.
The Title .I X legislation was significantly impacted from -Joan K. Sclunidl is an assistant professor ofphysical educa-

Opinion
page
Editorials are the opinion of the Editorial Board.
Columns are the opinion of the author.
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Increased diversity
should make senate
trUty representative

The increased diver8ity of the newly elected
Student Government is a vast improvement
over the homogeneous makeup of the senate in
the past.
Previousl1.;" the senate was predominately
made up of Caucasian, Greek students.
The new members on Student Government
have wider backgrounds than just fraternity or
sorority involvement,
which will help them
I 0 fI
represent the entire cam- - -- - - - - pus more effectively and
make the senate more available to students.
Student Senate is now made of students
from the Residence Hall Association, National
Residence Hall Hon9rary and the Latin
American Student Organization·· among..-many ..
-odaer campus organizations. dlat were "not well
represented in the past.
The RHA especially proved to be a dominate force in the April elections, and now has .
many members represented on the senate.
Because the RHA represents over half of the
students at Eastern, they are one of the best
groups to be on senate because they should be
in touch with students and be able to represent
them well.
Also, the senate is not made of just
Caucasian students. African American and
Hispanic students are also represented in the
senate. There are now three African American
students and one Hispanic student on the senate.
.
The increased diversity in the senate will
help students in many ways. The senate will
;:have new views on old problems~ be' able. to
' reach more students and make the senate more
motto: "Items you're willing to eject
Habitat for Humanity
accessible to the entire campus.
we~ll kindly accept."
Hopefully these new senate members. will
You can also contact us by mail
contributors made
take advantage of their position and voice
403
Stevenson Hall, Charleston,
Eastern lliinois University. Thank you
61920.
'
some concerns and problems that may have Shantytown a success for taking a step toward change.
been overlooked in the past.
Shelley~
Dear editor.
·In the past, senate's homogeneous makeup
Vice Pl9lldent Campus Chlpler
Habitat for Humanity's Eastern
has hindered their ability to look at several Illinois University Campus Chapter
would like to thank all those who made The Haiti Connection
angles of issues brought up before them.
Letter policy
possible.
Hopefully the new and more diverse makeup Shantytown
seeks
donations
for
We would like to thank Oce
of the senate
help them represent all stu- Bruning, Service Star, Pagliai's, The
The Daily Eastern News encour
dents. Also, the senate should focus on remain- Shirt Factory and the law office of 'Mugs to Rugs' sale
ages letters to the editor conce ·
•
looal, state, national or internatio
ing open to new suggestions, ideas and per- Marsha L. Combs for donating build- Dear editor:
Each
fall
the
Haiti
Connection
issues.
spectives that the new found diversity should ing materials and money. Also, Delta a "Mugs to Rugs" yard sale to holds
raise
Letters should be less than 35
Sigma
Theta,
Alpha
Kappa
Delta
and
bring.
money to fund our projects in Haiti. words. For the letter to be printed,

Ed •t •aI

your turn

will

' ' today's quote
Tl_1en join in hand,·brave .Americans
·all. By uniting we stand, by dividing
I wefall.
.-John Dickinson
. .S?ffPlttb ' or· ts' uqat 11 ·a , 'MOUt'U .

,

, ....

Knights of Columbus for volunteering
to take part in this annual event. We
can't forget the women of Ford and
Lincoln Halls for the inuch needed hot
chocolate, nor the Coles County
Habitat for Humanity for all of their
support. Without your support
Shantytown would not have been a
success.
Shantytown is about building a
future for .another family· in Coles
County. The spirit of Shantytown is
.si.~t,ly ·~JJ!liY..!.IJ.; ..s!~<Jep~_....o{

You can help us help the people in name of the author, the author
Haiti by donating used items, anything address, telephone number, year ·
from mugs to rugs, that you are not school and current major must
planning to take home. This is also a included. If necessary, letters. will
creative way to save our landfill space. edited according to length and s
We will be collecting items for our at the discretion of the editorial
eighth annual yard sale ftom April 22 edik>r or editor in chief.
to May 10. For more information and
Anonymous letters will not
to have items picked-up contact prlrlted.
Lakisha High at 581-5484 and Annie · If -a letter has 1 more than thr
White at 345-5168 or the Newman authors, only the names of the ti
Ceriter at ·348-0188; Remembet our

~ ~ii!~ ,P.tjq~~
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Spring hike
planned for
Fox Ridge
By JOSH HARBECK
Staff writer
The Spring Nature Walk at Fox Ridge
State Park is not just an ordinary walk in
the park.
l'he Fox Ridge Foundation is sponsor- ·
ing the 1996 Spring Nature Walk from
fi:3fhlo APi,3~..M1h ~~P.f-Oay at Fox Ridge
Jl~~lfoWP~J~!s~~ o@~~tem.
:)lfJ iJJ0e-;~lf§ ?.!'MJi,~ fP.R~~tely one
Jip.j!Ji1~rA: ~ra~~d i~tetpreters, mostly
Eastei;n students from botany classes, will
guide people through the walks to identify
wildlife along the way.
''Each group will have an interpreter.
and they can ask any questio~s and (the
interpreter) will answer them to the best
of his knowledge," said Fox Ridge Of:fi<;e ,
,, .,, ,
Ass9ciate Shirley J\J)d~rsp.n...
4~ ; ~tl}.fs1 ~¢.interp,;1<ters .llfe 'i~di.,...
dl~by , ~~tif~. :ija~.t;Q b.Qtany prqfessor

.~~!ti~:W.b~~s.i.de ,
Whiteside takes Eastern botany students out to the trails and teaches them to
identify the different types of wildlife at
Fox Ridge.
"What we do is go out early, probably 8
a.m., and I take them around and point out
the flowers and what to point out to the
groups," Whiteside said. "We're happy to
have anyone come out to the park.
"(The people taking the walk) will get
to see the wild flowers in bloom and know
their names," he said. "We'll also point
&
out a 1ew trees. Plus, you get a little exercise and get to see the park."

Anderson and Whiteside said everyone
,.

who . cmne~ wi~ be ~ccommQdah1d,

KRISTINE HILLMAN/Staff photographer

Play it
John Martin III performs a combination of Latin and jau. pieces during his senior Jazz Percussion Recital Wednesday evening in the
Dvorak Concert Hall located in the Doudna Fine Arts Building.

Jazz ensemble to gjve year's last concert
By THERESA
A
. . . edi GAVLIN

_ctiVi
__
tte_s__tor-.---,----......;,..-----

Th EIU J

E

ble

-~ f~ ~ ~~~;J(~ I

to7 ~';~· ~t ·
·gh

'11

Ibfu~~~tlf~~?~Xtt~rf~t, •~~:s.~ r.t~. ·pr~~~ ;e~ft~Mel N~
Whiteside said.
Whiteside said the walk has been an
annual event since 1989 . .

another.upconung con~.
·
The J~ e.nsemble will perform at 7:~0
p.m. tom~t 1n the D.vo~ Concert Hall m
Doudna Fme Arts Building.

This will be its final concert of the
semester on campus. The performance will
help the students pre~e for a concert at
Springfield this week5md.

public.
"It's the final concert on campus for this
year, and it's sort of a warm up for our concert Saturday niBht in Springfield,'' Fagaly

Theieiisembl.e-wm ieaalk-e AttanlH~~s*l.itB~rn~!.>1{)

tn:'3bHl?. os'.lh«im/1.

a 1;husiC'ptote~oi W~~to. tln~ti-lflfao~w 1SMhG91'~~jftl.IJlifl }M1'1n
songs with the ensemble, said Sam Fagaly,
the director for the ensemble.
The concert is $1 for students with a
valid ID and senior citizens and $2 for the

Sangamon Auditorium. The concert will.
feature jazz siJlger Joe Williams and trumpet player Snooky Young,
For tickets call 786-6150.

Panhellenic Council to host greek mother, daughter banquet.
By SARA SCHNEPEL

University Union. This year's
theme is "We Walk Amongst
Flowers."
An afternoon of music, food and
Tickets are $8 and can be purhonor are planned for Junior chased at the check cashing booth
Panhellenic Council's annual in the Union.
Greek Mother and Daughter
''It's a tradition for the daughter
to buy both the tickets for her and
J.U.,.~t 1 '1.m.
her greek mother, although it is not
~ ...i "ull!Jiq
. ,of.., man~~WJY," said Tracy Nickless,
' '. • - ·scholarship chairwoman for Junior

SIBff writer .

N

Two outstanding new initiates
from the 1995-96 rush will be honored with $50 scholarships. The
candidates must have shown
involvement in the greek system
and in ex.tracurricular activities, and
have maintained a cumulative
grade point average of at least 3.0.
Nickless said another scholarship
will be awarded to the beit greek
mother of the year. She must also

Panhellenic Council.
Junior Panhellenic Council will
rec9gnize and thank Rebecca
Marushak, the assistant director for
student life and 'greek affairs, and
Norma Taylor, the student life secretary, for their hard work and dedication, Nickless said.
Delegates and officers of the
organization will also be recognized at the banquet, she said.

have a GPA of 3.0 or higher and be
involved in the greeJc. syste~ and
other extracurricular activities.
Entertainment will be providect
by students Carlyn Bartles and
Angie Shayka, 'who will be singing
at the banquet, Nickless said
Attendants of the banquet will be
able to participate in a rafile. PrU.es
have been donated by local businesses in Charleston.

t"lju~sdoy~b·~~Il1o;q bto no 2w~iv ·w~n j';~rl
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Bottles
Bar Drinks
20oz Drafts

Celebration '96
Saturday & Sunday
I 0 a.m - 4 p.m
North Quad

Mama Secola's
Golden Brats

50(:

~~ Today

A presentation planned to
enlighten and infonn it's
audiences about the
reality of the American
.Indian's way of life.

Street

Records
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White House, GOP end budget war
WASHINGTON (AP) - Congressional
leaders and White House officials
announced agreement Wednesday on a
huge bill financing dozens of federal agencies fOI' the rest of the fiscal year, solving a
months-long standoff that had become a
political embarrassment for both parties.
Nearly seven months after fiscal 1996
began, the two sides resolved a handful of
stubborn environmental disputes - in many
cases following retreats by Republicans and prepared to push the $160 billion measure through Congress on Thursday.
"We believe we have agreement on
remaining issues," said Senate Appropriations Committee Chairman Mark Hatfield. R-Ore., as yet another day of closeddoor bargaining came to an end.
About an hour later, presidential press
secretary Mike McCurry told reporters
President Clinton would sign the legislation
as soon as it reaches his desk.
"The administration is satisfied that the
pre~~·& p.rim;ities have been addr~ssed
as wetf as1fteteatt be addressed," ~
said.
Money for agencies covered by the bill
was due to run out at midnight, since they
have been financed all fiscal year by a

series 9f temporary stopgap bills. So to
head off a third federal shutdown since
autumn, the House voted 400-14 to keep
programs running for 24 more hours, and
the Senate, by voice vote. shipped it to
Clinton for his promised signature.
Wednesday's agreement would leave
bills financing all federal agencies this year
at $23 billion below 1995 levels,
Republicans said, enabling them to assert
that their agenda of shrinking government
had triumphed.
"That is very significant; that's a lot of
money," said Senate Majority Leader Bob
Dole, ~Kan., who will no doubt cite the
savings as an accomplishment as he seeks
the presidency in this fall's election.
But Democrats claimed victory, too, saying the pact would restore $5 billion in cuts

Bowling Cluo
to sponsor
Spring Bowl

the House had made in education, environmental, job training, Clinton's pational service initiative and other programs. The
extra money would come from savings
elsewhere, including funds to cope with
natural disasters.
''We've done very well by education, on
law enforcement, on our obligation to protect the environment," said Rep. David
Obey, D-Wis., one of the bargainers.
The wide-ranging agreement is likely to
alienate some conservatives unhappy that
its spending cuts are not deep enough and
some liberals upset that programs are
slashed too steeply. But top congressional
Republicans and Democrats predicted passage with support from both parties.
"I thihk what we have is a consensus that
most members in the House, Republican
and Democrat ... will ultimately vote for,"
said House Appropriations Committee
Chairman Bob Livingston, R-La.
The bargainers announced no details of
their plan publicly. But participants from
both sides provided some descriptions.
One of the final impediments was cleared
when bargainers solved a dispute over logging in the Tongass national forest in
Alaska.

By THERESA GAVLIN
Activities editor

Citizens rage over new ATM surcharge fees
WASHINGTON (AP) - Customers' ings, which were prompted by actions earli- having my money in the bank." At the hearanger over rising ATM fees is so high that er this month that could result in people ing, Rep. Marge Roukema, R~NJ., said her
even a key banking industry ally, House being charged twice for using cash subcommittee on consumer credit issues
Banking Chairman Jim Leach, suggested machines owned by another bank.
will determine what role, if any, Congress
Wednesday that bankers ought to hold off
But inside the hearing room - and at should play in response to such consumer
on any new increases.
ATMs on Washington's streets - consumer anger.
"I think it would be wise for the industry anger was obviou$.
Several House Democrats. already have
to take a step back and put a voluntary
"Why are we paying banks to make a proposed legislation to force greater disclofreeze on any surcharges," Leach, R-Iowa, profit on our money when they're paying sure of ATM fees, or in one case, to ban the
said as a House Banking subcommittee such low interest rates?" asked Randy fees altogether. In the Senate, Banking
opened two days of hearings.
Capps of Washington after using a down- · Committee Chairman Alfonse D' Amato, RBankers and ATM network operators · town ATM. "I just feel like I'm spending N. Y., is developing a bill that would prohibstrongly defended their actions at the hear- more and more and getting less and less for -it ATM surcharges.
.1.
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Eastem's Bowling Oub is sponsoring
its third annual Spring Pri7.e Bowl at 6
p.m. today at the bowling alley located
in the Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union.
The event will be ,set up similar to a
moonlight bowl, said John Rice, the
captain of Eaitem's Bowling Club. The
lights will o'nly be on the pins and at the
front desk area.
A strike with a certain configuration
of red, green or yellow-colored pins will
win the participant certain prizes, Rice
said The prizes and configurations will
be revealed at the beginning of the
event.
The cost is $1.50 per game, along
with free ·shoe rental and free prizes for
all participants.
Pm.es range from a can of soda to' gift
certificates from loeal businesses; said
Darby Gilbert, a member of Eastem's
Bowling Oub.
The prizes not given away by the end
of the night will go into a raffle for the
remaining participants, Rice said
"The prize bowl has become more
popular from last year to this year," Rice
said. "More people have come out to
participate."
The cost at the last Spring Prize Bowl
was $5 for three games, which was
changed for people who want to participate but only want to bowl one or two
games, Rice said.
All proceeds will go toward tournament expenses for the self-funded
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by April Morrie
magine taking a class where you had to
look at a television to see your classmates,
mail your homework to the professor's
home address and were put on television
pvery_ time you answered or asked a question.
SQµnd un"°~"l? lt's happening at Eastern in
three classes, as part of a program called distance learning.
Two-w(Jy interactive video allows courses to
be offered to people in different locations
through a medium that is accessible to both the
tender and receiver. Both sites can be seen and
heard over the television.
According to Andrew Wadsworth of the
University of Illinois at Champaign-Urbana, distance learning can also done in print as correjppndence courses, via telephone, video tape,
jtldiographics and the Internet.
The distance learning program at Eastern is
funded through a grant from the state, with the

I

ms.t

o~

I teach are geared toward it."
Some students really enjoy the disANNA BElZELBERGER/Staff photographer
tance learning experience.
"I took the class to see first-hand the
Peter Voelz waits for technical djfficulties to clear up during
new technology and how it works," Professor
his distance learning class Thursday, April 18. The course is broadcast
said Theresa Veglia, graduate student to students in Danville.
~
in speech communication.
"I would definitely recommend the class," attend the class.
"It would take me 20 minutes more to drive
Veglia said, "because it expands your under(Eastern)," said Tracey Jones, a sixth-grade
there
standing of not only the technology of being able
teacher
at Franklin Middle School in
to see that there are more people interested in the
Champaign·.
"It takes me 50 minutes to drive to
same subject matter, but also the sharing of
Arthur."
thoughts and ideas with others."
Verna Tice, a junior-high teacher in Arthur,
·But some students at the off-campus location
thinks that the advantage of not having to drive
disliked the distance aspect of the course. ·
"I have trouble paying attention and getting to Eastern outweighs the disadvantage of not
distracted," said Christa Robertson., a nursing being in the classroom with professor Lambert
and the other students.
student in Danville.
Even though the convenience of distance
learning is appealing to the students at the sites,

there are some disadvantages.

the technology _c_gm.ing to a· little over

Leena--MoK~tffi&y; wit& ,meltos~ i!Mld-:
$74,000.
hood
development in Shelbyville and attends
"It is not a money-making venture," said Pat
at
the Effingham site, said "not dealing
class
fewell, coordinator of distance learning. "Our
with
the
teacher personally" is one of the disadprimary focus is to provide good instruction to
"You get more of a feel for what the
vantages.
people who can't normally get tQ"it."
instructor wants when you get to talk to them
At Eastern, Coleman Hall room 111 is the disone-on-one," she said.
tance learning classroom. The room is set up
Lambert said she got involved with distance
with three televisions and four cameras that conlC?arning
because she wanted a challenge. "It is
nect the college with other sites, including
one
more
mountain to climb," she said;. "It's my
Danville Area Community College, Lake Land
'swan
song',
the last thing I'll do before I
College, Parkland College; Millikin University,
retire."
Richland Community College, Heartland
Lambert had the opportunity to teach the first
Community College and Lincoln Land
distance
learning class at Eastern in 1994 with
ommii:ni~y College.
the
Taylorville
Correctional Facility as her site.
~ fqint .sif th# '!Classroom is the professor's
She
taught
Adult
Basic Education to the prisonea, conipletf( »tith a ~ont:r;oJ panel with huners.
Now
she
instructs
teachers.·
eds ~f".butt4ns~ Al~ qai:lleras and televi"I
have
a
tremendous
respect for classroom
sions, plus the 'f:ompltet. fax machine and teleteacflers. The¥ are the nice&t oeoole in tlia
phone, are operated from this panel. The profesWOrla~~~e'"filiJ.i8110 lSf'lu yns \•V Oii~ tort
: t
sor can operate the technology while teaching,
~_.
~.
-=--- ....... .- - --' .... - .. ~ ··~ ~ ,
In orderto makeall httr<Studems-- at the thred
or have a technician in the room next door hanlocations
feel as close to her and the other studle the technical aspect for the class. Another
dents
as
possible,
Lambert sees them in person
control panel is located there which can run the
at
least
once
a
semester.
She had the two offsame technology as the professor's.
East~m
for one dass this
campus
sites
come
to
· 1'@.'e .PtOfe~sqr. and s.tudents in the room can
semester
and
had
the
students
learn
each other's
~e an<t hear the students at the other sites on the
names.
~deo screens, and vice-versa.
"Most distance learning teachers think of the
Peter Voelz, an Eastern journalism professor,
students
in the classroom as the first two rows,
ANNA
BElZELBERGER/Staff
photographer
leaches one class in the distance learning proand
the
site students as the third and fourth
gram. Twenty-four students are enrolled in The
Senior
journalism
major
Paul
Dempsey
takes
a
look
at
his
rows,"
Lambert
said.
Changing Image of Morality in film. Seven
fellow classmates at an off-campus distance learning site
Fewell
said
that
with the growing amount of
attend at Eastern and 17 in Danville.
in Morality in Film class.
information
available
today, teachers need to
Voelz says teaching a distance learning class
"Leaming over the airwaves is not conducive help the students sort out the information they
is very different from teaching a regQlar class.
to
learning because of the lack of human interac- need rather than telling them everything they
"I have ·to prepare more," Voelz said, "and
tion,"
said Denise Mataragas, also a nursing stu- need to know.
discussion is slow because there is a two- second
dent
in
Danville.
"I believe the saying is 'You're a guide on the
delay between everything I say to them and
However,
students
in
Arthur
and
Effingham
side
rather than a sage on the stage"'y he said.
everything they say to me. I can only cover twoWith technology, the teacher can help students
tbirds of the material that I could normally have had a positive experience with <;listance
learning.
·
in many places access information and guide
cover."
Janet Lambert, ass~ciate professor of educa- them in their search for knowledge. However,
Voelz said he volunteered to teach a distance
ti
on,
teaches · an Advanced Reading class at Fewell doesn't believe that technology will ever
JFarning class because it interested him.
Eastern
that is sent to both Arthur and replace the professor.
''I wanted to learn how to use the system," he
Effingham
high schools. She teaches school
"It may change the way the teacher teaches,
iaid. "They said it was the wave of the future.
of
but
it can't answer all the questions a student
teachers
who
have
worked
all
day,
and
many
'f~ chairman -Of the jpurnalism department
lb~em
~ajoy
not
having
to
drive
to
Charleston
to
has,"
Fewell said. "Most people are social ani~ed'for a volunteer, and tqe two movie courses
~
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Help Wanted
BRIAN'S PLACE. Help Wanted.
Apply in person. 234-4151
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4126
EASTERN EUROPE JOBSTeach basic conservational
English in Prague, Budapest, or
Krakow. Noleaching certificate or
European languages required .
Inexpensive Room & Board +
other benefits. For info. call: (206)
971-3680 ext. K57381
----'------516
NATIONAL PARKS HIRINGPositions are now available at
National Parks, Forests & Wildlife
Preserves. Excellent benefits+
Bonuses! Call: 1-206-971-3620

HELP WANTED: NEED BUSIWAITRESSES OR GRILL
2 FEMALE ROOMMATES .
NESS MAJOR TO FILL STUCOOKS. Full-time or Part-time.
House. Call 348-5051 , Ask for
DENT BUSINESS MANAGER
Can work around schedule. $4/hr.
Kim.
POSITION . Apply at Student
waitresses. $&-$7/hr. Grill cooks.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _:fi'1
Publications, Gallery of the
Apply in person. Gills, 1121
SUMMER ' 98. 1 Female
Union!
Dewitt, in Mattoon.
Subiessor needed. Park Place
_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _.518
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/30
Apts. Available Immediately $170
GREAT EMPLOYMENT. FULL
SUMMER INTERNSHIP-National
negotiable Cail Drue 5595, leave
TIME SUMMER. Drumtight
Micro Beer 1ooking for 3-5 enermessage
·
Painting . $6.5{)-10.00/hour.
getic people for Chicago mar1tet.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____;4126
Naperville/Western Suburbs. 800interviews held at Marty's on
SUBLESSORS WANTED. PARK
622-7871
Wednesday May 1st, noon tO 6.
PLACE THIS SUMMER. THREE
_ __:__ _ _..,,---:----'516
----,,---=--=--=-~--:-4130
BEDROOM. FURNISHED WITH
Now accepting applications for
SUMMER JOBS. Clerical and
AIR CONDITIONING. RENT IS
kitchen, wait, bar, ambassador.
light inclustriai positions available.
NEGOTIABLE. CALL 345-4789 •
Apply in person at Stix between 2
Contact ADIA co.1 Champaign .
--------~4126
and 4 p.m. 345-7849.
217-355-2342.
SUBLESSOR NEEDED FOR
ext. N5?~5
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _41'26
---------'~fl
THIS SUMMER , own room at
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _514
SUMMER BREAK=$$$ IF YOU
Atrium, pool, hottub, dishwasher.
USED CD's The area's largest WILL BE IN CHICAGOLAND
Call 345-4127
selection of used CD's, cassettes,
AND NEED CASH, THEN CALL
--------,,..4126
concert T-Shirts, and video
PAIGE TEMPORARY, INC. THE - - - - - - - - - - - • Sl)MMER '96 SlJ,BlES~ORS
games. We f5uy,
.and trade.
OFFICE SPECIALISTS. $6.50WANTED: ROOMMATE, female,
>NEEDED on cai;npue, 2 bedMusic exchang~_ 51_?._ f\l, ;! !!th. _$.t, -12.00 ..PER HQUR. Customer. ser- ·u _i:ilve rstfy~o_ifrf. ·Own ·room .
rooms, washer and dryer. Please
Mattoon. 234-~
5J
vice, data entry, r~ption, gener- -lease sta~ 'Fall '96. Call Traci
call 348-1637.
6
.
al office, accounting. Paige
348-7865
_ _ __ _ _ _ __ .4/30
NATIONAL COMPANY NE~D
Temporary, Inc. represents the
5/6
2,3, OR 4, SUBLESSORS needmajor local . companies with
WAf~Tl;O: .• 4 GRADUATION
eel summer '96. Large, 2 bdrm, 1
L
AL DISTRIBUTORS. High
in me potential. No experience j. IMMEDIATE. Op.ti;ICJ: OBENTICKETS FOR 5 P.M. SERVICE.
1/2 bath ·apt. Fully furn ished.
r
tied. For info call 202-393-;,1..:i . • .
ti;,, a~if\i: . · .·-.----CALL.SCOTT 581-2670.
l
$-~ + utilitie8. Call 345-9724
~·
r~ · · .·. v
~~
\..~~ ~ ~- 'X1+. •
4125
~
~ffl'. . EN
NS: Down . ... \
- - -.......
!i?sU'MMtji;;;Ha:t,.--e~soRS
CA P COUNSELORS wanted . Skokie:'
s Plaines, Ver~or't
- NEEDED for Uirge 2 ·bedrdom
for private Michigan boys/girls
Hills, Elmhurst, Lisle, Crystal
Par1t Place Apt. Fully Fuinistted.
summer camps. Teach: swimLake, Rolling Meadows, Elgin,
Cail 345-4676
ming, canoeing, sailing, watersklHinsdale and Orland Park. Call
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4125
Ing, gymnastics, riflery, archery,
Ms. Campben today for details: 1LET'S HELP EACH OTHER
NEED 2 PEOPLE for summer
tennis, goff, sports, computers,
800-470-TEMP (1-800-47()-8367)
ADOPTION- Full time mom and
and intercession at McArthur
camping, crafts, dramatics, OR
5/6
devoted dad can provide your
Manor. $210.00 a month_. Cail
riding. Also kitchen, office, mainEASTERN STUDENTS: LOOKnewborn with a loving war.m
348-8893
tenance. Salary $1250 or more
ING FOR A SUMMER JOB WITH
financially stable home filled with
4/25
plus R&B. Camp LWC/GWCC,
FLEXIBLE HOURS? WE HAVE
joy and laughter. Financial asslsSUBLESSORS NEEDED: Large
1765 Maple, Nfld., IL 60093. 708POSITIONS OPEN IN VARIOUS
tance. Please call any time
2 bedroom apt. Right off the
446-2444.
AREAS: ACT. AIDES, HAB.
Donna and Dennis 1-800-314square $250 Month Call Mark
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _511
AIDES, PROGRAMMERS, PT
4265.
5/8
348-8413
--u=R=R,_O,_G~A=TE=----,-MO~T=-'HER -------___:41'25
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRINGOR FT. $5.50-$6.80. APPLYS
Eam up to $2,000+/month wor1t·
TODAY. 738 18TH ST., CHAS.,
SOUGHT .to deliv"er baby to lovSUMMER SUBLESSORS NEEDing on Cruise Ships or Land-Tour
IL. E.O.E.
ED. 2 BR. AJC, furnished, close
companies. World Travel (Hawaii,
Ing home. Please consider facilito campus. Cail 345-48S9
516
2
Mexico, the Caribbean, etc.)
N-OW-=TA_K_l_N_G,.....,.A"""P"""P_L,..,IC,...A""':r""10"""~NS :
tating this joy. $13,000·$ 0,000
4125
Seasonal and full-time employCHARLESTON LUMBER IS
plus exi>enses paid. For informs·
ONE SUBLESSOR NEEDED for
1
ment available. No experience
LOOKING FOR ENERGETIC
tion, call toil-free voice mail " ·summer. GREAT location-huge
necessary. For more information
WORKERS NOT AFRAID OF
888-509-4907:
5/6
balcony. Call 581-3764
HARD
WORK!
WORK
- -- -- - - - -·
4125
call 1-206-971-3550 ext. C57385
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _41'25
INCLUDES DELIVERIES, YARD
SUMMER SUBLESSORS NEEDALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYWORK, AND CLEAN UP.
ED. Two bedrooms, AIC, close to
MENT-Fishing Industry. Earn up
PLEASE APPLY AT 202 6TH ST.
C8111XJS, P(U'k P1aoe-Caii 348-0937
to 3,000~6,000+ per month.
NO PHONE CALLS. WAGE WILL NEED 1 FEMALE for house on
.
4126
Room & Boardl Transportation!
BE DETERMINED BY EXPERISUMMER SUBLESSOR NEEDED:

Wanted

Se"'

v

n

5111

--- - ------

Adoption

Roommates

~1~:mvznnce nej .~!>MCIJSli1bl~Et:Ahl/Al:!V ii?~~~~Q~~~- ~~~J'-"'l!:

~;~10

d¥U~~~~!j~~~~

ex.
_ _ __ _ _ _ _SI&

·~~yino••1~1Q110Dr1~q- e1_ 1_151J ~(~~~~
-
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32ProCter&

ACROSS
1 Sing

Classifi+<t Ad Form

Mshooby-doo"
1 Below, to Byron

Name:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _' _ __ _

10 British colonial
rule
13 Vogue rival
1• Shade of red
11 Stat for Christy
Mathewson
17 Humdinger: Var.
Siege weapon
20Amatory
21 Get.hard
12 At low-- (in
decline)

Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Phone: ....;•,____ _ _ _ _ _Student CJ Yes CJ No
Dates to r u n - - - - - - - - - - - - - Ad to read:

1•

nLampoon
21 Punch in the

shop

..

r

Gamble brand
36 Help with the
dishes
nChallenge
aaurts hero
•Certain board
members

4aWhitea Tibetan hoty
man
. . Hatcher of Mlois
& Clart<M
•Minuscule

~

SUMMER '96, PARK PLACE
APARTMENTS, CHEAP, PRICE
NEGOTIABLE, Call anytime, or
leave a mesllage, Fuly furnished.
Cali 345-6882

GREAT SPACIOUS , STUD
APT. Sum '96. For 1-2 pe
Youngatown/Nantucket. R
nego. Call 348-8>53

- - - - - -- - -- --'4/30

SOCIETY FOR HUMAN Resoun:e Mngt. last meeting at 6 p.m.
in 029 LH. Elections tonight.
INTERFRATERNITY COUNCIL meeting at 6:30 p.m. tonight in
Arcola/Tuscola room. Cabinet meeting at 6 p.m.
GRADUATE STUDENT ADVISORY Council meeting at noon todll)'
the Oakland room. Constitutional reviSions will be voted on.
ZETA PHI BETA SIGMA 2nd annual Blue and Whit& Ball at 1 p
Friday, May 3 at the Worthington Inn. For ticket info. contact a Z
a Sigma.
. _ __ _ _
PHI BETA SIGMA 1st Sigma Slamm SteJ>iihl:IW atit'~lattiildi,i
4 in McAfee GymnasiOm. For'ttlbre info ~O.Ucte Slg~Mt1~
MEMBERS OF CHRISTIAN &oupsi-6nflS8n1J!Ull°EI~/~
prayer at 6:30 -8:30 p.m: Sa{ April 27 in the Charleston/Mattoon
We're meeting in Stevenson's Dining Service first to eat at 5 p.m•.
ROTC LAB at 15 hours today in the Tarble Arts Center. T-shirts
available.
SOMA MEETING at 7:30 p.m. tonight in 318 Coleman Hall. Ton'
topic is "World Religion Views on the Earth". Bring coffee q.ips.
Student Investment Society last meeting at 7 p.m. tonight in the LH 21
PHI GAMMA NU meeting at 6 p.m. tonight in the 017 LH. Prof .
attireaA day.
THE' SEVENTH GENERATION & ALM. POW WOW meeting at 4.
p.m. today in the Shelbyville room. P~ie interested in volunt
on April 27 are invited to attend.
SECONDARY EDUCATION' interview/portfolio workshop at 6 p 1111
tonight in the Effingham room. ~For all 'educati<?[l $t~..i.l ~. -::
STUDENT COUNCIL FOR Exceptional Children l8$1 meeu~"l; f;
.
tonight in the Coleman Auditorium.
·
·· · ·. ' _··· ·' • ;: :ii' •
CAMPUS BIBLE STUDY at noon today in the Panthert.a'lf-Nd'rtW.Q
will be in Romans 6.
INDIGO PLAY "LONG lime Since Yesterday" at 8 p.m. tonight in hi
Fine Arts Building Main Stage.
•
SPECIAL OLYMPICS at 7:30 a.m.-2:30 p.m. Friday, April 26 at the
O'brien Field. Corne and join In proViding EIU with hospitality. If you
have a volunteer assignment please report to the "Volunteer Table".
MULTI-CULTURAL STUDENT Union social at 6 p.m. tonight at Je
pizza.
COUNCIL OF STUDENT Deans meeting at 4 p.m. today in
Heritage room.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER mass at noon in the Chapel.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER sacrament of Reconciliation at 3:3().
4:30 p.m. today at the Chapel.
PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY tar
any non-profit campus oraanjzaljgnai event. All Clips should be submitted•
The Dally Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORI
DATE OF EVENT. Example: an event scheduled for Thursday should bl
submitted as a Campus Clip by NOON Wednesday. (Thursday is
for Friday, Saturday or Sundar events.) Clips submitted AFTER
).'(ILL NOT be~ ptil)ll8ti9d. · No-~¢'will be•'Ulliltn-~>N\~ 1
~or contajns_oon~ation WILL N1~{)_11!
_ 2lllll._~UQl!ii>s:fi1Pal
_
9dit9d fOt llviill'lblefspiflf .., _,' .i"' Y
0\i'

•Pompous
person
a Nook
a Poetic pugilist
M Excitement
S1 Oxford tutor
• Money in coin
• Nevada city or
county
70 Kind of basket
11 Instructional

units
72 Big bucks.

perhaps

•Finger
movements
so Maze notation
u 3-polnt Scrabble
tile

DOWN
1

Graf rival

W'fftur-4"*~-1!'•-wc ~_:M·~·
29 Afn
•

,.

:

'

_

lt'Ol~ef~lm
• -. _

3

~
. iat
ppropr e

• Brighton break
a Supply in fresh
meat
•Photographer's
abbr.
1 Brouhaha
1Castilian
kinsmen
I Visibility
problem
10 Cinematic
encore
11 Descendant of
Ishmael
12Doorway
sidepiece
i5 Dating from birth
11 Copyright
violator

Under Claisification of: _ __..,.._ _ __ _ __ _ _ ___._
Expiration code (office" use ori-IJ ___.,....._______
Person accepting~-..._ _ _ _ _ _ Compolilor _ _ _ __

~:WO~llJS
Pa•t:
CJ Cash

•

Sublessors

Sublessors

Sublessors

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

~-"·---CJ Credit

CJ Cl\tick

Checkoumt>er,_·_ _ _ _ __

20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day thereafter. Students yiith valid ID 15 cents per word first
day. 10 cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum.
Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads
considered libelous or in bad taste.

87
70

24 "Outtasight!"
25 Neighbor of
Sudan
21Yoke
21--de-lance
(pit viper)
30 Innovative 1982
movie
31 Alluring
nBabywhale
nSpoken
:M Making like
:M Exact moment

'1
49

Putu .·
"The Metmaid
Tavern• poet

51 Pre-Socratic
philosopher
5' Linen fabric

rie5 e
et Gatleym
M Kind of beer
MPitcher

projection

.-o Wino's woe

THURSDAY
P.M. WTW0-2
6:00 News
6:30 NBC News
7:00 Wheel Of Fortune
7:30 Inside Edmon
8:00 Frffnls
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30

WCIA·3

WAND-7, 17

ESPN·24

News
· Ent Tonight

News
Wheel of Fortune

SportsCenter
Wings
Stanley Cup Playoff Wlngs

Funniest Home...
Movie: Lethal

Movie:

Movie: Rockford
Files

USA-26

WGN-16, 9C

WILL·12

LIF-40

Fox·B, 55

DSC-33

WEIU-9, 51

Baseball cont'd

Lehrer

Commish

Roseanne
Simpsons

Beyond 2000
Next Step

Carmen Sandiego
BillNye

Baseball: Mariners
at White Sox

Ill Gardener
This Old House
The Holocaust

Unsolved Mysteries Living Single
Martin
Movie:
New York
Undercover

Glaciers

Little House on
The Prairie
Bonanza

Weapon3
48 Hours

News

News

David t.:illerl'nalk.· Nl!;llii1e

'"~~

•,.

Mystery!

Highlander

..,

SportsCenter

Silk Stalkings
~~:...~~

News
Simon & Simon

... Being Served?
Movie

Star Trek: The Next
Generation

Movie Magic
Know Zanes,.
Dinosaur

News

TBS-18

e Dally Eastern News

classified advertisin
For Rent ,

Sublessors
SUMMER SUBLESSORS NEE02-3 people, Close to ·campus.
Furniture furnished. Cheap! Call
146-3518
k essoR NEEDED for : : .
mer '96. Close to campus. 3 bedroom Apt. Rent negotiable Call
Tttaa 345-4781

LLe
for

SUBLESSOR NEE=
aummer 96. Own room, A/C, 2
lllltl. $135 per month. 345-5322

4126

~-=F::::E""'M'"""A..,..L=E....,S~U-:-:B~L-=E""S,..,,..SORS
NEEDED for summer. Spacious
Apt. cloee to campus. 9th St. 345-

1175

L.
II

511
SUBLESSORS NEEDED
FOR SUMMER. 1 bedroom
Plll'tl Place. Cell 345-

Doonesbury

Thursday, April 25.. 19.9.a

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

LARGE 3 BEDROOM APART·
MENT in quiet residential building
at 300 Harrison, available 5115 or
8/1/96. $180 per month/person.
Call David McGrady at 348-8258

_ _ _ _ _ __ _.516

4 OR 5 BEDROOM HOUSE
available for next school year at
953 Division Street and 715 9th
Street house. Phone 345-5728.

~--------'4125

4 . BR. HOUSE, W/D, garage, 3
blka to EIU, C21 Wood, 345-4489

..,---=--- - -- - 41'l6

ONE TO FOUR PERSON HOUS.
ING- List avallable at C21 Wood,
1512 A Street

-------~·4128
RENTAL PROPERTY. EFFICIENCY APT. 501 112 TAYLOR.
FULLY FURNISHED, LEASE &
DEPOSIT. 345·8011, AFTER
5:30 345-9482

MISTER BOFFO

4138

ON.,,..,..,E,,,...,,B""'E=D=R=OOM--,...AP.--=A--R""'TM-ENT
for summer rental . Trash and
water Included. 348-0819 leave

ForRlnl
LINCOLNWOOD PINETREEE.
FURNISHED APARTMENTS,
fATIOS, BALCONIES, AIR,
JO()L, SUNDECK, CLOSE TO
CAMPUS . 24/HR MAINTENANCE. APPOINTMENT 345-

8000
---~-~~·516
't LARGE 2 ~DRpQM apt.
· people furnished. Garbage
4111P<>sal, dishwasher, Central air,
Ind decks 1O mo. lease Call 3452363
516

~

~,..,.,....
T"""
H_
U..,.R-M...,..A'"'N
-0-R,,.--A--P~ART-

MENTS Now Leasing for 96-97
school year. Two bedroom furnished Apartments 12-month
fl8Se 345-2231
516
"'f'_B_E....D_R_O_O_M_ A_P
_T_S_.--'
FURNISHED,
DISHWASHER ,
GARBAGE DISPOSAL, CEN·
TAAL AIR, AND DECKS.
ITARTS AT $390.00 CALL 345-

2363
_ _ _ _ _ _ ____,516

!

meaage
~.,,,...,,..~.,...,,..........~---="4128
3 BDRM, 2 BATH HOUSE, 4-6
people appliances, W/D, part.
tum. 10 month lease. 348-5418

-----------~·516

UNFURNISHED HOUSE FOR
CLEAN NON-SMOKERS. 1104
Fourth Street 345-2564
block from campus. Call Ryan at
345-4543.

_ _ _ _ _ _ ___;516.

BEAUTIFUL 2 BEDROOM, 1 112
bath Townhouse. Swimming pool,
laundry room, own pati o.
Available May 1st ~7833

~-------4126

96-97 APARTMENT, CLOSE TO
CAMPUS. 4 bedroom, 2 bath·
room. Water and trash included.
12 month lease. Leave a message before 5 pm. 348-0673

---------~518

NEW TWO BEDROOM, partly
furnished , A/C , Duplex. 200
month/person. 348-5844

OR 4 BEDROOM, VERY

516

. .HED,
DISHWASHER,
GARBAGE DISPOSAL, CEN·

1 BEDROOM, 2 BEDROOM
EFFICIENCY for lease now at
Jefferson Arms, 6th and

liMGE APT. 4-8 PEOPLE, FUR-

=~.R, ,N"Q~C~.. 1Dt,10, , ~·. ~~ .., •-~· .. ,.
~~"1.J~fW 1 1v;J b1· 1u 1!11;

~----------Ml

IUMMER APARTMENTS 8/17/31. $300/month. Phone 3487748 from 9-5.
515
IJM
"'".__M_E_R_S_T_O_RA_G_E_s_ta_rtl_ng at
90imonth. Sizes 4X12 and up.
Phone 348-7746 from 9-5.

..
.,...,.,.,.,."'"'=-=-----=-..,....515
llMILABLE AUGUST 2 bedroom
furnished apartment. Twelve
monttl lease 348-7746
•

on;
&'6
-,.;.vEDROOM apartments still
Mllable. Call Oldetowne

lllliagement ~.

5:.

liHTAL HOUSE UP TO
Avllllble
Cal 348-0
8115198·
19~

=====E=R=-=o~N~LY~.-H~o-u-.---:-:1210
.

Cloee to ~a.a peo1

•••

-----=---~·5/3
3/4 BEDROOM HOUSE one

1n lj1 · tiil1 •tr t ' .1,.. ,; 11;, z JU ·:uqill&

HOUSE FOR S. W/O, NC, parMy
furnished appliance. Available 81. 180 monthlperaon. 348-5844

516

APT FOR RENT. Gl1Nll location,
3 bedroom, fu rnlshed large
apartment above Panthers .
. $200 each for 3; water, garbage
Incl. 10 mo. lease. 348-0288 4l28
FOR RENT: A 4 BEDROOM APT.
A allabl A.
t
t M
st·
v
e ugus 11 - ay 31 .
Water/garbage fumilhed for four
people~ NOf CLOSE TO CAMPUS. No pets S125
each
~anytrM

.

oo
·

'

4ll5

NICE HOUSE·5 bedrooms, 2
decka, 10 mo....... Want 5 at
S175. Cell 345-2730

For Sale

Announcements

Announcements

Announcements

WICKER CHAIR . Great for
apartment decor. Best offer.
Call 581-8116
4/26
,.~
9~
84
~
D...,
o=
D"""G=
E~C
~O~L~
T-.4
~
spd ., 2
dr., hatch. 144,000 miles. Call
345-3491
4/29

ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS!
Over $6 Billion in public and pri·
vate sector grants & scholarships
Is now available. All students are
ellgible. Let us help. For more
Info. call: 1-800-283-6495 ext.
F57385

PIKES, looking forward to seeing
you at Stu's on Saturday for
breakfast. Crofand, Fatty, and
Trunk

Hatbak, 5-spd, air, pw, pd, pl,
1331<, $2500/bo 345-5728.
4/26
FOR SALE: Brand new bunk
beds $100 O. B.O Call Erica
581 · 8141
---~~---5/3

DON'T PAY FOR LAUNDRYll
Mom wants toll DONNAS NEW
LAUNDRY CLUBI Sign up now
for Fallf 345-3454

ASA SPRING FLING INVITES:
Remember Boys-ifs not love; it's
not lust; ifs not a ring-If s just a
FLING! We're excited to see YO\l
all tonight at 9 pm at the houael
~------~4,125
PIKES, looking forward to brea.kf ast on Saturday. Diane,
Courtney,
_ _ _and
_ Notter
_ _ _ _41l6

,9~8~6-M~A=z=D_A_6_2
_6~S-EDAN

«~~lia ~~.ri~~~:flo
0 0 C'all Brian 348·8025

4/30

c·~o-A~C-H/C=H-A_l...,R-,~Ta
-b-le-/-chalrs ,

dreaser. Price ·negotiable. Call
348-7833
5/3
UNGRADED MACINTOSH
llci-excellent for Graphic
Designers! 12 MB RAM;
System 7.01; Color Card; 040
Turbo Proce11or; 33 MHZ;
Mouse; Montlor, programs ;
etc. Call 345-9769
5/3
1"""9'"""9'"""9~v=w.,.....,c""o""'N"""'"'v=e=R=T=1
BLE
Cabriolet , $3 ,800 obo. Call
581-2031

Loll I Found

4128

4 BEDROOM HOUSE TO LEASE
LOST HONDA CAR KEY cash
FOR 10 MONTHS; Nice base- . reward If found Please call Mike
ment; great location. Call 346581-8731

3583

-------~5/3

~------~4128

TOO BUSY!? Let DONNA'S do
your LAUNDRY. W.,sort, p fold
your 15 pound tiag"fo( ot11j $4.00.
Or self serve at Unlveralty Village.
NEWLY
REMODELED.
___
_ _ _ _345-3454
__;4126
WERNZ CHIROPRACTIC In
Charleston 1-800· 724-2749
Sports and Whollstic Doctor

-------~4'JO

MEN OF Pl KAPPA ALPHA,
Hope you have a great breakfast
at Stu's on Saturday. Love Shack.

and.Joana

~--------'4128

EDUCATION
STUDENTSll
Professional portfolio workshop
Thursday night at 6pm In the

Efllngham Room. Very in1>0rfantl
4ll5

HAPPY 20TH
BIRTHDAY
DUSTHA McVEYlll Love, Your

INTERNSHIP OPPORTUNITY.
Leading financial Institution seeks
ambitious Individual. If requirements are met, guaranteed
$20000 a week for !D-12 .weeks,
plus commi~ ·'Sefierilht.IMe
to 851 Sherwood Place,
Charleston , II., 81920. Attn:
Opportunity Ad.
--=-----=,,..,,,..,,......,,,....-..,.....,_,..-4J25

DELTA ZETA: Greek Week 11
finally over and we had a lot of
fun. We danced, we sang, we
tugged and climbed, and in our
hearts we won. Great Job DZ'1.
You guys are the BEST! Spe(:ial
thanlc.s to Jamie Torbert, Danielle

canno·
t
run your·ads.
/
Come in and t/ with
Betty.

-

'' -

.

Low on

Cash?
Sell Your

~----------'41l6

-------~41l5

---1n your account or we

,,;. ~

in the
CLASSllFIBD

DELTA ZETA CADDIES. Check

Make sure you have $

the Dally Eastern News

=-......,..-----~41l5

PIKES, can't wait for bFNkfut
with you on Sat. at Slu'1. Lann,
Shurba, and Kem

you caddy time at the house! Be

Megan

~-------4125

Don't forget to sell your unwanted
items in the Clalllfled Section ol

UNWANTED
ITEMS

Hunt, and our awesome steering
committee; Sarah, Paige and
Meeme.

Roomle.
HAPPY 21ST 8-DAY MENDI
MORRIS! Love Lori, Kim, Staph,

-=--=-------~4128

HEY LIZA, YOUR DADDY IS
WATCHING YOU!

there at your 1chedule tlmel

Smile Glllal

SECTION

M25

NIDAY APlllL K ltH
WWBowrz •
SA'ftJllDAY APlllL D, 19M
9:00 ea........ ... anai
9:18-11:00 ........... . . .

cw.....,

(Aa. . . .,
10:00-ll:IO ........ tile .......
ea.... .......T(P. .Hrtoa)
10-.SO-ll:SO MllllatllN Golf (TQlow)
ll:OO-l:IO °"81Lde Cw•
(8t8wa9M)
.
1:00-l:SO,.,...,,... (eu..a)
1:15-S:IS lldea • Ot=•' g (T•d)
MMM:IS lcaw ....... (l.aww)
7&00-9&00 ..... (Caw)
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Hearing-impaired fans Jordan cancels conference
sue Spurs for captions for sunshine 'emergency'
SAN ANTONIO (AP) - Ttmed
to coincide with the playoffs, a
group of hearing impaired fans
filed a class-action lawsuit today
against the NBA, the San Antonio
Spurs and the Alamodome seeking
video captioning at games.
The plaintiffs filed the federal
lawsuit under the Americans with
Disabilities Act, asking for captioning on big-screen television
and smaller monitors already in
basketball arenas.
"We're nor talking about a case
that creates a financial burden on
anybody.... This is a very inexpensive proposllion," said Jim Harrington, legal director for the Texas
Civil Rights Project, the Austinbased group that filed the lawsuit.

Captions would display game
commentary, announcements and
referee calls, according to Harrington. The lawsuit seeks to have
captioning anywhere in the nation
the NBA plays, including exhibition games in non-NBA cities.
'The effect of this suit would be
for the NBA to treat all of its
sports fans with . dignity," .
Harrington said.
League and Spurs officials had
no immediate comment.
"It's our policy not to comment
on any pending litigation," said
Chris Brienza, NBA spokesman.
Isabel Cortez of San Antonio,
one of the plaintiffs, came forward
with the complaint that led to the
lawsuit, Harrington said.

from page 12'-----Eastern's Greg Seiders was
also pleased with the win.
"We turned up toward the end
of the game and got the job done
by doing the little things," Seiders
said.
The first game seemed to go a
little smoother for the Panthers,
though, as they had a 2-0 cushion
after the first three innings of
action.
Northeastern (8-10 in Mid-Con
action) came back with a run of
its own in the fourth and cut the
Panther lead in half at 2-1.
In the fifth, the Mid-Con's first

place team put up another run on
the board to take a 3-1 lead when
Dunlop's double brought Overton
across the plate.
Northeastern rounded out the
scoring in the first game when the
Golden Eagles' Matt Majcherek
reached second base on an error.
He was then brought home courtesy of Rob Bruce's sacrifice fly.
Eric Murphy came on in relief
to pick up the save in the ballgame and Beau Szul (2-3) earned
the win by giving up two runs on
three hits in six innings of work
from the hill while striking out
seven batters.

DEERFIELD, 111. (AP) Michael Jordan canceled a
nationwide teleconference with
reporters Wednesday, citing an
unspecified emergency, according to a spokeswoman for the
company that organized the
call.
But Chicago Bulls coach Phil
Jackson, speaking at the team's

practice facility, said nothing
was wrong with his superstar.
"I think the emergency is the
sun is shining and it's a beautiful day in Chicago," Jackson
s~d.

'Jordan said he hoped to
reschedule, said Stacey Carr,
the spokeswoman for Conference Call USA.

COMPLETE
all record (37-17 as opposed to
Youngstown's 17-12), but the first
tiebreaker would be head to head

record.
On April 12-13, the Mid-Con
East had its first Mid-Con Cluster.
All four teams in the East Division
m~t at DePaul to play a round·
robin schedule.
Youngstown and Troy met on
April 12, and the teams split a doubleheader. Troy won the first game
3-1, but the Penguins came back to
take the second game 5-2.
The division will hold the second Mid-Con Cluster of the season
Friday through Sunday. Again the
teams will compete at a neutral
site, as Central Connecticut State
hosts.
With a sweep, either team will
stake its claim to the last open spot
in the Mid-Con tournament and
play the winner of the West in the
first round.
League leaders: As a team, the

frompage12

Panthers appear at the top of some
major statistical categories in the
Mid-Con West Division.
Eastern is No. I irt both batting
average (.287) and ERA (l.71).
Individually, several Panthers
find themselves on the lists.
Center fielder Jen Cherveny
· leads the conference with 24 stolen
bases, is second in runs scored with
37, and is second in batting average
at.413.
. First baseman Emily Starkey
also appears on the batting average
li~t, coming in 10th at .336.
, Stacy Siebert ranks third in the
e<>nference with 12 wins.
!Still hot?: Despite the two losseS Tuesday, the Panthers have won
13 of their last 17 games. And·Fox
hopes that will cany into the week-

end.
' "I think we're playing a lot better," she said. "We're hitting better,
and we have more· confidence as a
~am. In each game and in every
we get a little bit better."

Pf!!Ctice
!

play.
However, it may have not been tied if Caleb
Englehardt would not have turned up his performance from the mound in the third inning
of play.
In the third, Englehardt had loaded up the
bases by allowing three out of the first four
batters to single. He then struck out the next
batter and got the last batter to fly out to work
his team out of a possible momentum-shifting
jam.
Eastern head coach Jim Schmitz commented
on Englehardt's performance.
.
''Englehardt did a great job today by getting
out of that bases loaded situation and in the
close games, those performances help,'-'
Schmitz said.
As for Englehardt's performance that earned

him a 2-2 mark on the season, he ended up
pitching 4 2/3 innings and gave up nine hits
and three runs while striking out one.
On the other end of the spectrum,
Northeastern gave up a total of six earned runs
on the day and allowed the Panthers to rattle
off a total of 12 hits. However the 12 hits were
four less than the 16 given up by Eastern's
mound crew.
Northeastern was also at a disadvantage in
the strikeout ~ategory, as Eastern's pitching
staff retired 11 batters while the Golden
Eagles' staff only struck out seven in the doubleheader.
And with Eastem's pitching staff having a
successful day against the Golden Eagles,
Schmitz believes the pitching was just one of
the little things that his team got done in order

'

'

Neither team played well today but
we were able to get the little things
done and coach (Schmitz) always preaches this."

·Greg Seiders,
Eastern baseball team
to win.
'The pitching did a great job today and we
also got the little things done, which shows
that our team knows they have to go out and
get the job done," Schmitz said.
•
Eastem's Greg Seiders agreed with Schmitz.
"Neither team played well today but we
were able to get the little things done and
coach always preaches this," Seiders said.
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Bacardi Specials
Bacardi Spiced Rum SJ 75
Bacardi Limon Mixer S] 75

Drafts 1.25 (16 oz.).
Miller Lite and Bud Light

Place a

BIRTHDAYAD
with a

PHOTO AND
MESSAGE
In

The Dally

Eastern
News

(Deodline1 2 Business Da'P
BefoPe Ad i1 lo Pun)

Just For Kids!

•e..,.clally for Little Peoples Weekend

Prizes wlll Include Items such as

coloring books,
crayons,
play·doh, ·
waterguns,
bubbles,
yo-yos,
action figures, and
board games!

Karaoke 8:30-?
and check out the new
dance floor

Lunch Specials
Grilled Cheese $1.50
Reuben with Fries $3.95
Dinner Special

Smothered Chicken

$6.95

345-7849
All ages welcome before
nine. After 9- 21 to enter

Pippen's health could be big factor Chicago counting on
Rodman's behavior
in championship run

DllCAGO (AP) - Their teams haven't even starttheir opening-round playoff series but Scottie
n of the Chicago Bulls and Alonzo Mo~g of
Miami Heat are already jawing. •
Pippen claims the only reason the Heat beat the
Bulls once during the regular season, 113-104 on Feb.
23, is because the Bulls had been out too late the
Bight before the game.
"If we hadn't been out all night (partying) before
the game they would never have beaten us," Pippen

in the series, came back at Pippen.
He said the Bulls' 72-win season gives them a right
to express opinions.
"But all he's doing is, you know, adding fuel to the
fire because the more we hear that stuff or read about
it ... the more we're going to get up for this game. So
I think the best thing for Scottie and the other Bulls to
do is keep their mouths shut and let everything else
take ·care of itself," Mourning said.
He said he expected a highly competitive series.
Bulls coach Phil Jackson on Wednesday said he
hadn't read the comments by the two players.
''During the course of the series, it's not something
I like, Jackson said, ''but Scottie is one of our captains
and he has some experience'and he feels comfortable
in doing that"

aid.
And then he added that the Heat "don't present a
lliallenge" in the first-round series that begins Friday.
.Mourning, extremely µnhappy during a first-round
yoffloss to the Bulls last season when he was with
Ouniotte because he thought Chicago got all the calls

AR BECK
Cub fan would have plenty of
o just by the win total.
It takes away the creativity of
arguing.
So, baseball owners, please
think your decision and keep
tradition and arguing pure.
• The NHL playoffs Please,
aplek e- ~t the Hawks and
~-·meet JiP: in the Western
llf&ence F"ma1s;
Last season's series pitting
icago and Detroit was simply
greatest spectacle of hockey
've ever seen.
Eddie Beifour on his head,
e Hawk offense in a slump,
ctopi on the ice, games in
ertime - what a series. The
ly problem was the Wings'

·n.
I think it could be different
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With Eddie hot again, the
power play working and a little
luck, the Hawks could dethrone
the Wings in the West.
Remember the game earlier
this season? You know, the one
that saw the Hawks find themselves in a 5-0 hole to the Red
Wings before mounting an incredible comeback to tie the
game at five by the end of the
third period.
Even though the game ended
in a tie, the Hawks didn't curl
up and die - they fought back.
It was a pride thing. The playoffs are a pride thing. Adrenaline does a lot to a team.
And of course, with the extra
time off due to the 4-0 sweep of
Calgary, the Hawks will have
the added advantage of extra
rest before Round 2.
But we won't dismiss Round

2. It could also be trouble. Look
out! It's the Colorado Avalanche!
The 'Lanche, as they're
known, could very well deny
any chance of a Hawks-Wings
series by knocking the Hawks
to the golf course.
But let's not worry about that
- yet. The Canucks could still
pull off an upset and send Colorado to the off-season, giving
the Hawks home-ice advantage
against the winner of the St.
Louis-Toronto series.
Either way, it will be a battle
to the West finals. And despite
one loss to Winnipeg, it looks
as if the Wings are on their way
to another finals appearance. I
just hope a streaking Blackhawks team is there to greet
them - and send them and their
oetopi back to Motor City.

CHICAGO (AP) - The hair
colors, the tattoos, the body piercing.
They're all part of the Dennis
Rodman image, one he's marketed
heavily and cultivated greatly
since joining the Chicago Bulls.
But there's the other side to the
NBA's best rebounder and that's
what the Bulls don't want to see in
this, the most emotional time of
the season.
No head-butting please, no outbursts against officials, no technical fouls or ejections, and especially no suspensions as the Bulls
try to top off the NBA's best-ever
regular season with another title.
As a team, the Bulls are perhaps the best-paid support group
ever assembled. And they'll need
to stay that way to help Rodman,
whose postseason antics a year
ago - arguing with his coach and
refusing to join team huddles hurt San A,ntonio's chances for a
championship.
"I think they understand as a
team that we have to provide support for themselves and for each
other," Bulls. coach Phil Jackson
said Wednesday after a long practice for Friday's playoff opener
against Miami.
"And Dennis, of course, needs
that and they need to rely on
Dennis staying away from the

officials first and not trying to bait
them secondly. If there is a confrontation and situation, Luc
(Longley) and the centers are supposed to step in front of him and
keep him at bay."
Rodman, who drew a six-game
suspension this season for headbutting an official during a game
in New Jersey, wasn't talking
Wednesday except for a 1V show
he was taping.
Earlier, he said he expected the
Heat and coach Pat Riley to try
and rile him up.
"Pat Riley's going to do all he
can to send someone purposely
out there to beat me
. up and to 1-et

me

tti)

blcf'!~I~ if's no(l>fg

to happen ~ · Rdtlman pr&h.lsed •
after the season finale against
Washington.
Riley insists that's not part of
his plan, even though when the
Heat dealt the Bulls one of their
10 losses, Rodman became frustrated by Miami's tough efforts in
blocking him off under the basket
and also with the officiating.
''They're assuming something
that's simply not true," said Riley.
"We're working very hard to keep
him off the boards, very hard.
He's a very physical player. He
shouldn't be talking about that
stuff as much as he pushes and
shoves and leans."

wins record doesn't guarantee WQlj'ditille.,
Buechler and still come out victorious, the
The Chicago Bulls have already been ·
team must be good.
called "the best team ever" and they haven't
Oh yeah, they also have Jordan, Pippen,
Chad
even won a championship this season.
Rodman, not to mention Kerr and Kukoc.
Just because they have broken the Los
Merd a
I guess it is safe to say the Bulls are a litgeles Lakers' record for most victories
tle above average in the talent department.
Staff writer
in a season does not mean they are deservThey did win 72 regular season games
ing of the title ''best team ever."
and are the first team iii NBA history to
'.Doing so is completely ludicrous.
accomplish the feat of eclipsing the 70-win
Owning the record of most victories in a onship bash' at Grant Park in June.
plateau, but some people seem to forget
season is certainly something nice to have
Not so fast, Bulls fans. Don't count your ,about their 10 losses.
mplished, but ask almost any true Bulls rings before the championship is won.
Critics say the Bulls must look out for
fan and they would most likely prefer a
They may win the championship but it is the Orlando Magic and Seattle Sonics, but
pionship over a virtually meaningless not going to be a cakewalk like much of the -they seem to forget the Bulls must face the
rd.
Miami Heat in the first round. Keep in mind
season was.
The rec,o(q i&- .v irtually meaningless
In fact, they may even LOSE. No, your one of the Bulls losses came at the hands of
ause jt w ill 'eventually be broken and eyes are not playing tricks on you, but the Miami.
then S<>me other team will gain the title of Bulls may· even LOSE and be eliminated
One more thing. Pat Riley is considered
"'best team ever." But, if they win the cham- from the playoffs.
as one of the best coaches in the NBA by
' onship, they will always be called the
In no way am I saying the Bulls are not many, made the Heat instant contenders and
1995-96 Champions, no matter how great good and don't have the best chance by far is second in all time winning pe~entag~ at
the teams of the future are.
.721 - only second to none other than Phil
of anybody to win it all.
Many fans, critics and so called "experts"
Jackson.
After all, anytime a team·can suit up a
already calling the Bulls champions past and a present professional volleyball
This match-up could prove to be a paralong with making plans for the champi- player in the likes of Jack Haley and Judd lel to the David and Goliath story, and quite
r

possibly David (the Heat) could defeat
Goliath (the Bulls).
Even if the Bulls beat the Heat, they
would have to face either Cleveland or New
York - the Knicks also defeated the Bulls
this season.
Then comes the real problem of the
Magic and the Shaq..:attack who always
plays tough against the Bulls.
We cannot overlook the Seattle Chokers,
oh wait, I mean the Supersonics. They had
the best record in the NBA last year but
bowed out quickly in the first round to the
Nuggets. This year they should be looking
for revenge.
In order to be successful in this year's
playoffs, the Bulls must not play down to
the other teams' level as they did in games .
against the Knicks, Nuggets and. Suns,
among others.

411 ir1

a~

tlw ~~s!.do .nave.,t~J.>est

chant~ out df aJly teail to bd'ng--'"!cfrf die
rings. But there is one main obstacle. standing in their way.
Themselves.

We've Found
Two Good People!

**************
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.Panthers win twinbill heartstopper
By BRIAN LESTER
Associate sports editor

Josh Harbeck
Staff writer

Play between
leagues will
hurt tradition
Instead of limiting this space to
oruy one toP,'i\!'; lers broaden our
horizons.
Here's two items worthy of
your perusal.
• lnterleague play The baseball owners have ~ecided to begin
playing National League teams
against American league teams
during the baseball season in
games that will count for the
standings.
I don't like it. Bad idea.
I guess my stance pegs me as a
"baseball traditionalist," but that's
what baseball's about-tradition.
There's always that intrigue
come World Series time about
how the two teams competing
will match up.
A prime example was last season, when the pitching powerful
Braves were pitted against the
P,~JJ~V~ RPw~ffiil Indians.
1fofore
S'eries stahed, there
was plenty of discussion about
which power would win out.
And the discussion was there
because the teams didn't play
during the regular season.
Sports "experts" can't sit back
and say, "Well, the Indians took
the season series from the Braves
3-2.
Of course, they could still
spout out other stats, such as the
Braves are 4-2 when playing the
Monday night after a full moon in
an election year during an evennumbered decade, but there is no
direct comparison to be made. It
is the only coming together of the
two leagues for the entire year
(no, the All-Star Game does not
count).
There is the U.,l?Side of the inter-

The games were close, but the Panthers got
the job done.
Eastem's baseball team used a sweep of
Northeastem's Golden Eagles in a doubleheader on Wednesday to assure itself a winning record in the Mid-Continent Conference
this year and have all but wrapped up its second straight Mid-Continent Conference
Crown.
The Panthers, who took the first game by a
3-2 count before erasing a 3-3 tie in the eighth
inning of the second game to take a 4-3 ex1rainnings comeback victory, are now 13-3 in
Mid-Con play and have six conference games
·
left in the season.
The two wins will also likely guarantee the
team a trip to Troy State University for the
Mid-Con tourney on May 10-12, but head
coach Jim Schmitz is not going to make any
plans for a journey South y~t.

"We are in a good spot
right now in the conference,
but last year we split the last
three weekends, which we
can't do in the next couple
of weeks," Schmitz said.
"We have to be able to
sweep our conference opponents because our team is in
Steve Dunlop a position where we expect
to win."
·
The second game was not an easy one,
though, because the Panthers: (20-19.overall)
were tied up at 3 going. into ~e bottom of the
seventh inning. The lockup didn't look like it
would last for long, though, because Mark
Diorio got the Panthers going by getting on
base via a walk.
Shane Hesse, who went l-for-4 in the twogame series, was then intentionally walked
after Steve Dunlop grounded out. Josh Zink
followed up with a strikeout before the inning
ended when Nolan Lofgren's hit was pic~ed

Pitc~ing

staff
leading charge
toward playoff
By BRIAN LESTER
Associate s rts editor
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urar rivalries would be born, f.e.
Cubs/Sox, Mets/Yankees, that
could make for some exciting
series.
But there are also some not-soexciting series that will come
about. While I would ·go nuts over
a three-game series at Wrigley
featuring the White Sox, I would
not be so inclined to sit through a
Pittsburgh-Milwaukee series. Or a
Florida-Toronto series. Or a San
Diego-Baltimore series.
And isn't half the fun of being
a Sox fan arguing with Cubs fans
over which team is better (and
visa versa)?
There are no regular season
games to go over; fans have to
make sound bar-room arguments.
You don't have to be a philosophy major to like to argue about
your favorite team, but you have
to argue intelligently to go toe-totoe with another fan.
An actual series would take the
fun out of arguing. If the Cubs
win a three-game series 2-1, a
See HARBECK page, JJ

off by a diving Eric Mau, sending the nigh
into extra innings.
In the Northeastern eighth, the Gold
Eagles managed to put two on base befo
Eastem's Mike Sommerfeld (4-1) slamm
the door shut on the 19-24 Northeastern te
by striking out Dhaval Brahmbhatt looking.
That hitless inning set up the Panthe
eighth, where Doug Zywiciel singled. to I
off the inning before Greg Seiders reach!
second on an error.
Sean Lyons then came in to pinch run
Seiders. But after Jon Overton walked a
Matt Broom struck out swinging, Mark Dio
put the finishing touch on the rally with a
rifice fly that brought home Lyons for the ·
ning run to give Eastern the 4-3 victory.
Sommerfeld picked up the win in only Ill
of an inning of work, giving up no runs on no
hits, while.Jay Kuasnicya was nailed with the
loss after giving up one run on one hit in 1 211
innings of action.
See TWINBILL page J0
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CHET PITOTROWSKl/Photo editor
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Htirdle this!

Eastern track athlete Joe Rigaud crosses a hurdle during track practice at O'Bnen
Stadium Wednesday.

Eastern's pitching staff boasted a 5.76 earned
a\ttragl! eonthig int() the dool>leheadcr agai
Northeastern and when the two-game series w
over with, the Panthers showed why their pitc ·
staff is the fourth best in the Mid-Conference.
In the two one-run wins for the Panthe
Eastern's hurlers only gave up one earned run i
both games out of the five runs given up in the do
bleheader.
Beau Szul gave up the lone earned run but
made up for it by striking out seven, as he contin
to lead the team in strikeouts this year. In all,
only gave up three hits and two runs en route to bit
second win· of the season.
Mike Sommerfeld also came up big for th
Panthers by picking up a save in the first game
only giving up one run while earning the victoty ·
the ~ond contest by pitching flawless in 1/3 of
inni!lg of action.
In both games he failed to give a run or a hit
was a key factor in giVing the Panthers two· im
tant conference wins over the Golden Eagles.
But the pitching seemed to be even more of a f
tor in the second game of the doubleheader, es
cially since it was tied during the seventh inning
See PITCHING page JO

Softball team looking for completenes
Panthers need
to put together
total package
Putting a complete game together has been sporadic this season for the Panthers.
To play a game well from an
offensive standpoint, and defensive standpoint and a pitching
standpoint does not come about
every time out
"Sometimes you can see if the
team is up in pre-game practice,
but I don't know what it is," head
coach Stephanie Fox said.
Against Mid-Continent Conference West Division rival Western Illinois, the Panthers' pitching

was there. Eastern held a power-:
ful lineup to four and six runs for
the doubleheader, but scored only
one run in each game.
Tuesday at Illinois State, The
Panthers' bats showed up. In the
first game, Eastern jumped out to
a 6-0 lead by the top of the second inning, but the pitching and
defense failed them as the Redbirds came back to win 8-6.
Fox said that one or two bad
plays in the beginning of a game
can set the tone for the rest of the
afternoon.
"Sometimes one bad thing happens and brings the team down,"
she said. "We're working on not
letting that happen."
.
But the Panthers have had their
games where everything did come
together.

Softball
notebook

L..====~

Against MidCon leading
DePaul,
the
Panthers put on
a clinic. Eastern
went to Chicago and swept
a team that was
28-10 going

into the day.
Eastern's pitching held the
Mid-Con's leading offense to
three runs on the afternoon.
And the Panther lineup managed six runs against the MidCon's best pitching staff.
Fox again said the early action
set the tone.
"We came out and made some
goqd plays to keep everybody
excited and up," she said. ''We
mac;le some plays to get out of

some big innings."
Eastern will be looking to
everything together Saturday
the Panthers travel to Western
play a doubleheader that w1
decide the Mid-Con We
Division champion.
The West champion will a
host the Mid-Con tournament
If the Panthers sweep, they
win the title outright.
At the Races: While the W
Division is all but wrapped
and DePaul has its bid on the
seed from the East, the se
seed from the East is still up
the air.
As of today, both Youngs
State and Troy State have M"
Con records of 3-3.
Troy State has a far better 0¥
See COMPLETE page JO

